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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a seal end plate according to the preamble of claim 1. It generally relates generally to oil film bearings for rotatably supporting the necks of horizontal rolls in a rolling mill, and is concerned in particular with an improved seal end plate for use as an integral component of the seal assemblies of such bearings.

2. Description of the Prior Art

[0002] Typical seal assemblies are disclosed, for example, in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,478,090 (Simmons et al.); 4,455,856 (Salter, Jr. et al.); and 4,389,053 (Innis Jr. et al.). A seal end plate in accordance with the preamble of claim 1 is known from US-A-4 022 480.

[0003] In these seal assemblies, a flexible neck seal is received on and rotates with the roll neck. A seal end plate surrounds and is fixed relative to the neck seal. Resilient inboard and outboard flanges project radially outwardly from the neck seal to straddle a radially inwardly projecting rigid flange on the seal end plate. The outboard seal flange coacts in sealing contact with an outboard shoulder of the seal end plate to retain oil in the bearing, and the inboard seal flange coacts in sealing contact with an inboard shoulder of the seal end plate to prevent cooling water from penetrating into the bearing.

[0004] As the neck seal flanges begin to wear due to prolonged usage, oil may eventually succeed in penetrating beneath the outboard neck seal flange. The oil then will be dragged around the seal end plate by the rotating neck seal, and may eventually escape past the seal end plate flange and leak from the bearing.

[0005] It is the object of the invention to prevent said leakage from occurring.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The invention solves this problem by the features of claim 1.

[0007] The present invention prevents the above described leakage from occurring by providing the seal end plate with strategically positioned wells that trap any oil penetrating beneath the outboard neck seal flange. Drain passageways return the thus trapped oil from the wells back to the bearing sump for recirculation in the lubrication system of the mill.

[0008] Preferably, the seal end plate of claim 1 further comprises a flange projecting radially inwardly from said body at a juncture with said shoulder, said well being located at said juncture.

[0009] According to another preferred embodiment, the seal end plate I designed such that said zone extends angularly and downwardly about 15-35° from said horizontal reference plane.

[0010] Further, said drainage passageway is preferably located angularly and downwardly at about 25° from said horizontal reference plane.

[0011] Furthermore, one of said wells is preferably located on each side of said vertical reference plane.

[0012] Preferably, said circular seal is further characterized by the features of claim 6.

[0013] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will now be described in greater detail with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Figure 1 is a cross sectional view through a seal assembly embodying a seal end plate in accordance with the present invention;

[0015] Referring now to the drawings, and with initial reference to Fig. 1, there is shown at 2 a roll having an end face 4 and a roll neck with a tapered intermediate section 6 leading to a more gradually tapered end section 8. A sleeve 10 is mounted on the tapered end section 8 and is fixed relative to the roll neck by conventional means (not shown) for rotation therewith. The sleeve 10 has an external bearing surface 12 journaled for rotation within an interior bearing surface 14 of a fixed bushing 16 enclosed by a chock 18. The sleeve 10 rotates with the roll while the chock 18 and the bushing 16 remain stationary. Oil is continuously supplied at a rate of flow sufficient to provide for a hydrodynamically maintained film between bearing surfaces 12, 14 at the bearing load zone. An axial extension 20 of the roll chock forms a sump 22 in which the oil emerging from between the bearing surfaces 12, 14 is continuously collected. The oil is drawn away from the sump through a suitable piping connection (not shown) to be recycled in the lubrication system of the mill.

[0016] Under so-called "wet" rolling applications, cooling water is continuously flooded over the roll 2 and down over its end face 4. In spite of the centrifugal forces which tend to throw the water off the roll, some of the water tends to work its way along the roll neck in the direction of the bearing. The objective of the seal assembly generally indicated at 26 and the flexible neck seal 28 which...
forms a part of the seal assembly, is to prevent the cooling water from reaching and contaminating the bearing oil while at the same time preventing loss of oil from the bearing.

[0017] The neck seal 28 includes a flexible circular seal body 30 with lips 32a, 32b in sealing contact with the tapered section 6 of the roll neck. The neck seal 28 is molded of a suitable resilient rubber-like material. Preferably, the seal body 30 is internally reinforced by an embedded combination of a coiled spring 34 and a steel cable 36 as described in U.S. Patent No. 3,330,567.

[0018] The seal body 30 has an exterior cylindrical surface 38 which is parallel to the rotational axis of the roll 2 when the neck seal is in its mounted position as shown in Fig. 1. A pair of resilient inboard and outboard flanges 40a, 40b are integral with and extend radially outwardly from the seal body 30 at opposite ends of the exterior cylindrical surface 38. The flanges 40a, 40b are advantageously provided with angled oppositely facing lips 42a, 42b.

[0019] In accordance with the present invention, the seal assembly also includes a rigid seal end plate 44 having a circular body 45 fixed to the axial extension 20 of the chock 18. The seal end plate has a radially inwardly extending rigid flange 46 that is perpendicular to the rotational axis of the roll 2. The inner edge of flange 46 is spaced radially from the exterior cylindrical surface 38 on the flexible seal body. The seal end plate further includes inboard and outboard shoulders 48a, 48b extending axially in opposite directions from the rigid flange 46. The shoulders 48a, 48b surround the resilient seal flanges 40a, 40b and are arranged to be sealingly contacted by the angled lips 42a, 42b.

[0020] The seal assembly 26 further includes a seal inner ring 50 optionally having resilient buttons 52 engaging the end face 4 of the roll. The inner edge of the seal inner ring contacts the flexible seal body as at 54, and a resilient water guard 56 surrounds the seal inner ring 50.

[0021] During a rolling operation, the seal inner ring 50, flexible neck seal 28 and sleeve 10 rotate with the roll neck. The water guard 56, seal end plate 44, chock 18 and bushing 16 remain stationary.

[0022] Most of the externally applied coolant will be deflectively away from the bearing interior by the water guard 56. Any coolant that succeeds in penetrating past the water guard will be trapped and turned away by the labyrinth created between the seal end plate 44 and the seal inner ring 50, with final blockage being provided by the sealing contact of the lip 42a of the inboard neck seal flange 40a with the inboard shoulder 48a of the seal end plate. Lubricating oil will constantly flow from between the bearing surfaces 12 and 14. Most of this oil will be turned back by a rotating flinger 60 on the neck seal 28 and will thus be directed to the sump 22.

[0023] Oil that succeeds in passing around the flinger 60 will be turned back by the sealing contact of the lip 42b of the outboard neck seal flange 40b with the outboard shoulder 48b of the seal end plate. However, as the lip 42b wears, oil may eventually succeed in penetrating into the annular space 62 between the outboard neck seal flange 40b and the rigid flange 46 of the seal end plate. Oil in the space 62 will be dragged around the seal end plate 44 by the rotating neck seal 28. In conventional seal assemblies, this oil may escape around the rigid flange 46 and eventually leak from the bearing.

[0024] In accordance with the present invention, and as can best be seen by further reference to Figures 2-4, the body of the seal end plate 44 is additionally provided with at least one and preferably two wells 64 located at the juncture between the outboard shoulder 48b and the flange 46. The wells communicate with downwardly inclined drainage passageways 66 leading back to the sump 22. The drainage passageways are located within zones Z angularly spaced from horizontal and vertical reference planes P_h, P_v bisecting the seal end plate. Preferably, the zones Z extend angularly and downwardly from 15° to 35° from the horizontal plane P_h, with the optimum position for the drainage passageways 66 being about midway between these boundaries, i.e., at about 25° from plane P_h.

[0025] With this arrangement, any oil escaping into the space 62 will be captured in the wells 64 and returned to the sump 22 via drainage passageways 66. The wells and their respective drainage passageways are strategically positioned to gravitationally receive and recover the oil, without creating a risk of reverse outflow in the event that the sump 22 experiences flooding.

Claims

1. A seal end plate (44) configured and dimensioned to surround the neck of a horizontal roll in a rolling mill, said seal end plate (44) comprising:

   a circular body (45);
   a shoulder (48b) projecting axially from an outboard side of said body (45); at least one well (64) in said shoulder (48b); and a drainage passageway (66) leading from said well to the outboard side of said body (45), characterized by said drainage passageway (66) being located in a zone angularly spaced from horizontal and vertical reference planes (P_h, P_v) bisecting the seal end plate (44).

2. The seal end plate of claim 1 further comprising a flange (46) projecting radially inwardly from said body (45) at a juncture with said shoulder (48b), said well (64) being located at said juncture.

3. The seal end plate of claims 1 or 2 wherein said zone extends angularly and downwardly about 15-35° from said horizontal reference plane (P_h).
4. The seal end plate of claim 3 wherein said drainage passageway (66) is located angularly and downwardly at about 25° from said horizontal reference plane (P_h).

5. The seal end plate of claims 1 or 2 wherein one of said wells (66) is located on each side of said vertical reference plane (P_v).

6. The seal end plate of claim 1, said seal end plate further being circular and said seal end plate being further for use in an oil in a film bearing of the type employed to rotatably support the neck of said horizontal roll in said rolling mill, said bearing including a sleeve fixed to the neck for rotation therewith, a bushing fixed in a chuck and within which the sleeve is journaled for rotation on a film of oil hydrodynamically maintained between the sleeve and the bushing, and a flexible seal encircling and rotatable with the roll neck at a location adjacent to the sleeve, said seal having a radially outwardly projecting resilient flange, said seal end plate (45) further characterized by:

- said circular body being adapted to be secured to said chuck at a location surrounding said seal, said body being configured to cooperate with said chuck in defining a sump for receiving oil emerging from between said sleeve and said bushing;
- said shoulder (48b) being configured and arranged to be contacted by said resilient flange at a sealing interface;
- said rigid flange (46) cooperating with said shoulder (48b) to axially retain any leakage of oil past said sealing interface;
- said wells (64) being positioned to gravitationally receive the thus retained leakage of oil; and
- said drainage passageways (66) being positioned in said circular body leading from said wells to said sump for returning the thus trapped leakage of oil to said sump, said wells (64) being located in lower quadrants of said seal end plate in zones angularly spaced from horizontal and vertical reference planes (P_h, P_v) bisecting said seal and plate.

Patentansprüche

1. Dichtungsendplatte (44), die so konfiguriert und dimensioniert ist, dass sie den Zapfen einer horizontalen Walze in einem Walzwerk umgibt, wobei die Dichtungsendplatte (44) Folgendes umfasst: einen kreisförmigen Körper (45); eine Schulter (48b), die axial von einer Außenseite des Körpers (45) vorgibt; mindestens eine Vertiefung (64) in der Schulter (48b); und einen Ablaufkanal (66), der von der Vertiefung zur Außenseite des Körpers (45) führt, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Ablaufkanal (66) in einer Zone angeordnet ist, die in einem Winkel von horizontalen und vertikalen Referenzebenen (P_h, P_v) beabstandet ist, die die Dichtungsendplatte (44) teilen.

2. Dichtungsendplatte gemäß Anspruch 1, die ferner einen Flansch (46) umfasst, der an einer Verbindungsstelle der Schulter (48b) vom Körper (45) radial einwärts vorspringt, wobei die Vertiefung (64) an der Verbindungsstelle angeordnet ist.

3. Dichtungsendplatte gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, worin sich die Zone in einem Winkel und abwärts etwa 15-35° von der horizontalen Referenzebene (P_h) erstreckt.

4. Dichtungsendplatte gemäß Anspruch 3, worin der Ablaufkanal (66) in einem Winkel und abwärts etwa 25° von der horizontalen Referenzebene (P_h) angeordnet ist.

5. Dichtungsendplatte gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, worin eine der Vertiefungen (66) zu beiden Seiten der vertikalen Referenzebene (P_v) angeordnet ist.

6. Dichtungsendplatte gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die Dichtungsendplatte des weiteren kreisförmig ist und die Dichtungsendplatte des weiteren zur Verwendung in einem Ölfilmlager vorgesehen ist, wie es zur Rotationslagerung des Zapfens der horizontalen Walze im Walzwerk zum Einsatz kommt, wobei das Lager eine Hülse, die am Zapfen zur Rotation mit diesem angebracht ist, eine Buchse, die in einem Klotz befestigt ist und innerhalb deren die Hülse gelagert ist, um auf einem Ölfilm zu rotieren, der hydrodynamisch zwischen der Hülse und der Buchse vorhanden ist, und eine flexible Dichtung aufweist, die den Walzentzapfen an einer an die Hülse angrenzenden Stelle umschließt und mit diesem rotierfähig ist, wobei die Dichtung einen radial auswärts vorragenden elastischen Flansch aufweist und die Dichtungsendplatte (45) ferner dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass: der kreisförmige Körper so ausgeführt ist, dass er am Klotz an einer die Dichtung umgebenden Stelle befestigt werden kann, wobei der Körper so konfiguriert ist, dass er mit dem Klotz in der Begrenzung einer Wanne zur Aufnahme von Öl zusammen wirkt, das zwischen Hülse und Buchse austritt; die Schulter (48b) so konfiguriert und angeordnet ist, dass sie vom elastischen Flansch an einer Dichtungsschnittfläche kontaktiert wird; der starre Flansch (46) mit der Schulter (48b) zusammen wirkt, um jegliche Ölaustritte über
Revendications

1. Plaque d’extrémité de joint (44) configurée et dimensionnée pour entourer le tourillon d’un cylindre horizontal un laminoir, ladite plaque d’extrémité de joint (44) comprenant :
   - un corps circulaire (45) ;
   - un épaulement (48b) faisant saillie axialement depuis un côté extérieur dudit corps (45) ;
   - au moins un conduit (64) dans ledit épaulement (48b) ; et
   - un passage d’évacuation (66) menant dudit conduit au côté extérieur dudit corps (45), caractérisée en ce que ledit passage d’évacuation (66) est situé dans une zone espacée angulairement de plans de référence horizontal et vertical (P_h, P_v) coupant en deux parties égales la plaque d’extrémité de joint (44).

2. Plaque d’extrémité de joint selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un rebord (46) faisant saillie radialement vers l’intérieur dudit corps (45) au niveau d’une jonction avec ledit épaulement (48b), ledit conduit (64) étant situé au niveau de ladite jonction.

3. Plaque d’extrémité de joint selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle ladite zone s’étend angulairement et vers le bas à environ 15 à 35° par rapport audit plan de référence horizontal (P_h).

4. Plaque d’extrémité de joint selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle ledit passage d’évacuation (66) est situé angulairement et vers le bas à environ 25° par rapport audit plan de référence horizontal (P_h).

5. Plaque d’extrémité de joint selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle un desdits conduit (64) est situé de chaque côté dudit plan de référence vertical (P_v).

6. Plaque d’extrémité de joint selon la revendication 1, ladite plaque d’extrémité de joint étant en outre circulaire et ladite plaque d’extrémité de joint étant en outre destinée à être utilisée dans un palier à film d’huile du type utilisé pour supporter en rotation le tourillon dudit cylindre horizontal dans ledit laminoir, ledit palier comprenant un manchon fixé au tourillon pour une rotation avec celui-ci, une bague fixée dans une cale et dans laquelle le manchon est supporté pour une rotation sur un film d’huile maintenu hydrodynamiquement entre le manchon et la bague, et un joint souple encerclant le tourillon de cylindre et capable de tourner avec celui-ci à un emplacement adjacent au manchon, ledit joint comportant un rebord élastique faisant saillie radialement vers l’extérieur, ladite plaque d’extrémité de joint (45) étant en outre caractérisée en ce que :

   - ledit corps circulaire est adapté pour être fixé à ladite cale à un emplacement entourant ledit joint, ledit corps est configuré pour coopérer avec ladite cale pour définir un réservoir pour recevoir l’huile émergée d’entre ledit manchon et ladite bague ;
   - ledit épaulement (48b) est configuré et agencé pour que ledit rebord élastique vienne en contact avec celui-ci au niveau d’une interface d’étanchéité ;
   - ledit rebord rigide (46) coopère avec ledit épaulement (48b) pour retenir axialement toute fuite d’huile au-delà de ladite interface d’étanchéité ;
   - lesdits conduits (64) sont positionnés pour recevoir par gravité la fuite d’huile ainsi retenue ; et
   - lesdits passages d’évacuation (66) sont positionnés dans ledit corps circulaire menant desdits conduits audit réservoir pour renvoyer la fuite d’huile ainsi piégée vers ledit réservoir, lesdits conduits (64) sont situés dans les quadrants inférieurs de ladite plaque d’extrémité de joint dans des zones espacées angulairement des plans de référence horizontal et vertical (P_h, P_v) coupant en deux parties égales la plaque d’extrémité de joint.
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